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Recently, the extensive media coverage of several complaints
from mainland visitors has renewed concern for the prob-

lem of "zero-fare" tours. This knotty old problem does not mean
the tour fare of mainland tours is zero. Rather, it refers to the
practice of mainland tour operators farming out package tours
to Hong Kong receiving agents without paying any reception
fee, thus causing a whole series of malpractices. Many mea-
sures have been introduced by the TIC to tackle those mal-
practices and rebuild the confidence of mainland visitors.

Improving disciplinary mechanism

In the past, visitor complaints involving travel agents and
tourist guides were deliberated by the Compliance Committee
and the Tourist Guide Deliberation Committee respectively. Since
many cases involve both agents and guides, the TIC has
set up a new committee, the Mainland China Inbound Tour
Compliance Committee, to handle such cases .  And to en-
sure fair handling of cases, it is chaired by an Independent Director,
Mr Ma Ho Fai, with 11 non-trade and seven trade members. At
hearings of compliance cases, non-trade members must be more
than trade members.

In addition, the Government has given its approval to the
TIC for a substantial increase in the maximum fines for non-com-
pliance with the TIC's rules by agents in order to increase the
level of deterrence. The maximum fines during any two-year
period have been raised from HK$10,000 to HK$50,000 on
the first occasion; from HK$50,000 to HK$100,000 on the
second occasion; and from HK$100,000 to HK$200,000 on
the third and any subsequent occasion of violations. Agents
in breach of rules of the TIC wil l have their names, together
with the rules violated and the reasons of violation, posted in
the new "Cases of Travel Agent Violations" section on the TIC
website for deterrence purposes.

Raising service quality

As important as imposition of heavier penalties is quality
enhancement in services delivered by industry members. The
TIC has therefore set up the Mainland China Inbound Tour
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Tackling malpractices to rebuild visitor confidence
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Affairs Committee to formulate regulatory measures for mainland
tours and hammer out long-term solutions to "zero-fare"
tours. TIC Chairman Mr Ronnie Ho has been appointed Convenor
of the Committee, which has 20 members, half of them com-
ing from outside the trade.

The TIC is considering whether agents will be required to
submit contracts with their mainland business partners for in-
vestigation purposes when visitor complaints are received. Agents
may also be required to provide mainland visitors with a de-
tailed itinerary on their arrival in Hong Kong so that the latter
will understand their rights and be better protected. Since there
are many complaints about substandard services provided by
guides, the TIC is planning to provide in-service training for them
in a bid to upgrade their customer service skills and boost their
professional ethics.

As regards registered shops, the TIC is now revising the
provisions of their pledges in order for visitors to be fully pro-
tected under the 14-Day, 100% Refund Guarantee Scheme. The
Demerit System for Registered Shops will be reviewed for bet-
ter monitoring of shops, and more spot checks at shops and
tourist attractions will also be conducted.

Working with tourism authorities

The problem of "zero-fare" tours, which has stemmed
from mainland tour operators, cannot be solved without the
cooperation of the mainland tourism authorities. The TIC will
enlist their support in promoting consumer education for out-
bound travellers and tightening supervision of outbound agents
on the mainland. Reports on complaints filed by mainland visi-
tors and violations by Hong Kong agents wil l continue to be
submitted to the China National Tourism Administration on a
regular basis to keep it informed of the latest situation in Hong
Kong. The TIC will also work closely with local authorities such
as the Tourism Commission, the Hong Kong Tourism Board
and the Consumer Council to promote good business practices
and enhance Hong Kong's image as a superb destination.

Whereas it remains to be seen whether the above new
measures wil l turn out to be effective, what is certain is that
the TIC alone stands no chance of eradicating the problem
of "zero-fare" tours. For this problem and the many mala-
dies arising from it to disappear one day, industry mem-
bers cannot but abandon all their ruthless practices. 


